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1. Introduction

State Electricity Company as a state-owned enterprise that manages and supplies the electric system in Indonesia is responsible for meeting the electricity demand and avoiding the electricity deficit. To further avoid the matter, there needs a formulation such as developing various power plants and periodically maintain the devices [1]–[3]. The applied solution not always resulted in a continuous electricity supply because the distribution always creates power outages due to network trouble or system maintenance [4]–[6]. Electricity supply is required in the education sector to turn the electrical devices on and support the teaching and learning process.

The electricity need in the G4 Building at the State University of Malang was more than 85 kVA. All electrical devices could be activated; but when the energy source was inactive, all electricity requirements were transferred to the diesel power plant (DPP). However, the electrical capacity of DPP was only 20 kVA; therefore, it was necessary to optimize the electrical power load so that the DPP energy could be absorbed optimally using the room scheduling and electrical devices priority systems. Dynamic Programming Algorithm was embedded in the power optimization system to help optimize the work. The power optimization prototype was used to simulate the 1st floor of the G4 Building’s condition.

The system consisted of a controller, a central controller, and a user interface. The controller comprised a current sensor, microcontroller, and a relay. The central controller consisted of Raspberry Pi 3 hardware that was installed as the server to answer the HTTP request from the controller and user interface. The user interface was displayed in a dynamic web to ease the user in managing the electrical devices and entering the room usage schedule. The power optimization system managed the electrical energy from DPP by turning on the electrical devices according to the priority value. The power optimization system tests were divided into six problems, of which each stage had an error value of 0%.

2. Method

The amount of controlled electrical devices through a system caused several troubles such as in the dynamic programming algorithm that should be integrated with the devices [9]. Therefore, there needed a problem separation system that connects. The system should have three parts: the electrical devices controller in each room called the controller device, the central controller, and the user interface. The development also required a prototype to simulate the real electrical situation inside the building.
A. System design
   a. Controller Design
      The controller was used to observe and control each electrical device in each room. The controller functioned as the current reader in each electrical device using the ZMCT103C current sensor. The controller device had processing hardware, the ESP32 microcontroller, with a wifi module that acted as the mediator between the controller and the central controller. The ESP32 microcontroller would send the data on electrical devices condition that in turn would be sent to the central controller [10]–[12]. The microcontroller also functioned as an order receiver that was given by the central controller after the computation process. There was a relay that acted as a switch to connect and disconnect the current based on the received order.
   b. Central Controller Design
      The central controller was also called the server. As the central controller of the electrical devices, the central controller should be able to serve any electrical devices. Therefore, this research used the Raspberry Pi 3 hardware.
   c. Interface Design
      To facilitate the user in long-distance observation and controlling, there needed an interactive and dynamic interface consisted of:
      1. Login page
      2. Main page
      3. Device database page, and
      4. Device controlling page
      5. Room scheduling management page

B. Implementation
   The implementation stage covered the implementation of (1) controller part, (2) central controller part, (3) user interface part, and (4) pre-designed prototype part.

C. Testing
   The test consisted of four developed systems: (1) controller test, (2) central controller test, (3) user interface test, and (4) prototype test. The testing stage covered the test for each subsystem to find the performance of each subsystem following the set specification. The failure level in each software was high; thus, need test in each subsystem.

D. Evaluation
   The evaluation process could also be called system maintenance. This process was performed to improve system failure and perfecting the research. Changes in the system or devices are possible after evaluation and continuous periodic maintenance to keep the excellent performance of the power optimization system.

E. Design Test
   The test method in this research was a functionality test in each part of the system. They were room scheduling and priority scale in the electrical device. There were 16 rooms in the prototype with six problems in the testing.

3. Result
A. Designing the Power Optimization System
   The power optimization system would become active when there was a blackout from searching which devices need activation following the room schedule and priority scale as set by the user. The power optimization system would activate the prioritized device and deactivated the devices out of the priority. The design of the dynamic programming algorithm in this power optimization would search the devices through four steps.
B. Power Optimization Prototype Controller device
   The input in the controller design was ZMCT103C's current sensor. The sensor was used as the media to obtain the actual current data in the electrical device. The ZMCT103C is a current transformer that could detect the current between 0–5 A. The 5 A current resulted in a 5 mA output current from the sensor. Figure 1 displays the controller circuit.
The processing media in this research was ESP32 microcontroller with wifi module as the communication media between the ESP32 with the server. Each controller had one processing media as the communicator between the electrical device and the system. Figure 2 presents the controller processing circuit.

The output was in the form of a relay. It was an electronic switch that could control the current to each device and this research used 4 channel relay modules. Figure 3 shows the controller output circuit.

C. Central Controller

This research used Raspberry Pi 3 hardware that was installed as the server. To became the server, Raspberry Pi 3 was installed in the Linux-base operation system OS Raspbian series. This research also used Apache 2.4 software and PHP 7.7 framework as a dynamic web program. MySQL 5 database system was used as the data storage on the electrical devices, room scheduling, etc.
D. User interface

This research had three primary users: administrator, lecturer, and student. The interface design had five main menus: main menu, device menu, controller menu, priority menu, and timing menu. Figure 9 shows the main menu page; Figure 10 displays the device menu page. Figure 6 presents the controller menu page; Figure 12 shows the priority menu page, and Figure 4 displays the timing menu page.

1. Main Menu
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2. Device Menu
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3. Controller Menu
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4. Priority Menu
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5. Timing Menu
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E. Test Results

Based on the background and advanced features, the tests were divided into six problems. In each problem, the power optimization performed well with the error value of 0%.

4. Conclusion

The power optimization was built using the dynamic programming algorithm/method. The problems in this optimization were divided into four: a) electrical device ID analysis, b) searching room scheduling system, c) searching the priority scale system, and d) optimization result. The power optimization system prototype consisted of three main parts: a) controller device to detect the condition of the electrical device and send the data to the central controller and received order to connect or disconnect the electricity with the help of a relay, b) central controller device to process the system, and c) user interface to ease the user in simulating the electrical energy capacity from the DPP and data management. The overall optimization system was distributed into six problems, with the result of each test had an error value of 0%.
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